
James said, there is nothing wrong 
with the way we think, only with 
the way we think we think.) Time 
dissolves desire only when desire is 
conceived of as a reflective wish which 
requires actualization in practice. 
But one must recall that desire is just 
another name for the thin threads of 
signs sewn into our souls. Good sense 
desire is not wishing; it is the naming 
of these signs. Articulation is not 
the postulation of an encompassing 
system or enveloping discourse. It 
is the alignment of signs towards an 
understanding of true desires. To speak 
or write is never to abstract, it is to 
fumble towards a meaning that can 
only be known in interaction. It is not 
to build a bridge; it is to realize that 
the bridge is there but cannot be seen. 

LF:  Unfortunately, caution has 
become the critic’s lodestar.  So quick 
to disavow the avant-garde’s taste 
for negation and its purportedly 
catastrophic implications, these last 
men want nothing more than to blink 
when confronted with the nullity of 
existence, to revel in their melancholia 
and to find solace in victimhood—all 
too willing to prostrate themselves 
before some traumatic event, to make 
it into a veritable transcendental 
before which one must kneel.  Our 
times demand ruthlessness, not 
caution.  We should not so quickly 
forget the severity of Marx’s critical 
adage.   The ruthless criticism of 
everything existing seems a quaint 
ambition in an era buried by reams 
of critical drivel that fears its own 
conclusions and avoids at all costs 
conflict with the powers that be.  Yet, 
for artists and theorists that are still 
gripped by this anachronistic passion 
it seems necessary to awaken the 
demon of negativity.  

ED:  You sound like a band of ailing 
nostalgics chanting the rhythmic 
hymns of yesteryear, which are 
less likely to awaken the quiescent 
world from its dogmatic slumbers 
than lull us all to sleep with the 
canonical drumbeat of Marx, 
Gramsci, Althusser... Marx, Gramsci, 
Althusser...!  The critic’s starting point 
must be a critique of the tradition of 
critique, including Marxian critique, 
avant-garde criticism, and so on.  In 
our rejection of the present dystopia, 
we mustn’t forget the powerful forms 
of recuperation that have transformed 
the fundamental structures of the 
Marxian narrative into a new teleology 
that is also ‘determined in the last 
instance’ by the economy:  the 
teleology of neo-liberal capitalism to 
which “there is no alternative”...

TT:  You are absolutely right, but 
the critique of the tradition of critique 
does not require that we throw the 
baby out with the bathwater.  We 
can obviously learn from the Marxist 

Empires can be administered only by those who have 
convinced themselves that they are indeed a superior 
people, which means all empires are racist.  They can 
be run only on the basis of military superiority and elit-
ism, and with a professional benevolence which is only 
another form of violence.
-Felix Greene

America’s fatal legacy has always been that it is the 
despoiler of its own ideals.  And yet this deep-seated 
contradiction rarely imperils the confidence with which 
Americans feel that the “cause of all mankind,” in John 
F. Kennedy’s words, “is the cause of America.”  It is 
precisely the wanton hyperbole of America’s self-im-
age—it’s hilarious and grotesque, albeit devastatingly 
effective, distortion of the historical record—that en-
genders the desire to see it destroyed.  And Hollywood 
has been in overdrive producing depictions that at once 
expose this contradiction (an America threatened by 
some black seed whether natural or man-made) so as 
to disavow it and thus successfully purge its effects (an 
America heroically redeemed by dispelling its nefarious 
internal threats).   America is incessantly depicted as 
under threat from some imminent catastrophe (whether 
from within or without) and it is precisely this threat 
that occasions its redemption.  As a result, the fantasy 
serves to firmly root in the American psyche the belief 
that the sundry failures of America to live up to its ide-
als are merely contingent and hardly threaten its core 
– a core that can always be resurrected through a heroic 
response to some catastrophic sequence. 

The interest of Abigail D. Deville’s exhibition, Gold 
Mountain, at Marginal Utility Gallery, in my view, lies in 
her refusal to cloak her monstrous and comic fantasy of 
America’s imminent destruction—an America on the 
verge of being sucked into a black hole—in any kind of 
redemptive narrative.   Her catastrophic vision grimly 
depicts an America on the brink of implosion, destitute 
and without the hope of resurrection.  She thus forces 
us to consider the cost of America’s maintenance of its 
highest ideals. 

Her installation depicts America as an ailing giant, lik-
ening the Empire in decay to a super red giant implod-
ing through its nuclear consumption: the black hole of 
American excess.  The very ideals of America, for which 
the flag stands, are perched on the event horizon, their 
destruction secured, but eternally suspended. 
The scene is presided over by a single figure—that of a 
black woman adorned with the heads of pigeons. This 
lone and singular spectator gazes into the darkness, 
indifferent to America’s collapse.  She is a figure of 
the oppressed and excluded—a figure whose presence 
spells certain doom for the ideological fantasy from 
which she has been excluded and for the fantastical 
ideal that refuses to acknowledge her presence.  The fact 
that she now appears in an act of self-assertion imperils 

the system that erected itself on the basis of her exclu-
sion but is also a harbinger of better days.  Deville’s 
Gold Mountain refuses the kind of redemptive narrative 
that might make the ideal real for everyone and that 
would thus provide a justification for the ideological 
fantasy that espouses such ideals.  Instead, it reverses 
the logic of redemption characteristic of the phantasma-
goria of Hollywood and of political rhetoric by risking 
the following thesis: the collapse of the ideal is also the 
collapse of the logic of exclusion on which it feeds.  This 
pigeon-crowned woman is the one who is left standing 
in the prosaic halo of a lampshade when the flag and all 
it symbolizes get sucked into the void.

It is a strange and uncanny beast of an exhibition—a 
black lit fantasy that strips the magic from magic moun-
tain, leaving nothing but gold, the source of a dark and 
caustic radiance.  

- Alexi Kukuljevic

Abigail D. Deville’s America




